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redesign, and technology
upgrades, this comment by a

plant manager is very telling: "In
the end your long-term produc-

tivity improvements come from

your people."
Ironically, most manufacturers

face numerous human resource
challenges that might make this
comment appear to be counter-
intuitive. An aging workforce, a

declining labor supply, a lack of

qualified workers, and rising
wage and benefit costs are real
threats to workforce productiv-
ity The key focus of this article is to discuss what can be done
to overcome these challenges so that manufacturers can

increase workforce productivity.
More specifically we explore the barriers manufacturers

face that prevent workforce productivity and what progressive

manufacturers are doing to improve workforce productivity.
To this end, we report on a research study undertaken to
explore both of these issues from the perspective of seasoned

manufacturing managers and to learn the workforce chal-
lenges they face. We are also most interested in what their
organizations are doing to best leverage the potential of their

workforce. Thus, we present the results of a study on the bar-
riers and gateways to workforce productivity in high-perfor-
mance manufacturing organizations.

Barriers and gateways
To explore the barriers and gate-

ways to workforce productivity,
we conducted an in-depth study
of 60 different U.S. manufactur-

ing plants. These organizations
operate in a number of indus-

tries, including steel, automo-
tive, plastic, glass, office furni-
ture, and electronics. They

employ a .variety of process,
batch, and assembly-line tech-
nologies. Workforces in these
organizations range from 150 to
3,000 employees, with the aver-

age facility employing more than 400 people. Thirty-two
firms are unionized, and 28 are nonunionized.

To be included in the study, organizations had to meet two

primary selection criteria: they had to be achieving profitabil-
ity goals, and their organizational trends had to be on the

upswing. Structured interviews were conducted with 306 top,
middle, and first-line manufacturing managers. In these inter-
views managers were asked two critical questions:

.What factors prevent your workforce from becoming
more productive?

.In what specific practices is your organization currently

engaged to make your workforce more productive?

Responses among managers at each facility were compared
to identify the key barriers and practices. The responses from

all 60 facilities were then content analyzed and tabulated.
Table 1 lists the top 15 barriers to workforce productivity as

described by managers. Table '2 contains the top 15 practices
described as critical to workforce productivity improvement.

Table 1. Primary barriers to workforce productivity

Workforce productivity barriers
In exploring the primary barriers that modern manufacturers

face in making their workforces more productive, three pri-

mary themes emerged rather naturally from these interviews.
It has been said that performance is always a function of abil-

ity times motivation times support, and managers in this

study identified barriers to workforce productivity in each of
these categories, with the greatest number of factors falling

underlhe issue of "support." A review of Table 1 identifies the
most frequently mentioned factors that prevent workforce

productivity in the eyes of managers in this study:
Primary barriers to workforce productivity in the "ability"

category included a lack of workforce training and ongoing

development, a lack of workforce understanding of customer
and business issues, and ineffective staffing and placement
decisions. Without properly trained and knowledgeable

workers, productivity improvement is difficult at best. The
primary barriers to workforce productivity in the "motiv~-

27%14. Poor performance feedback systems

15. lack of incentives

.306 managers
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Mentoring programs were also in place at several plants.
Formal performance appraisals and corresponding discus-
sions of management development were widespread,
although with varying degrees of success.

In addition, many facilities had book, journal, and video

libraries to provide managers with a reference source for ideas
on current and progressive management practices.

.Gateway #6-Practice continuous training/cross-training.
Workforce training among these organizations received a sub-
stantial amount of attention for being a primary vehicle to
enhance workforce performance. These organizations often

developed a systems approach to their training needs to
ensure quality. Training was conducted in several forms cov-
ering a wide range of both technical and nontechnical topics.

Issues such as employee orientation, statistical process con-

trol, proper work methods, problem-solving skills, telephone
use and etiquette, computer training, machine maintenance,

safety training, team leader training, health, and stress man-
agement represent a small portion of the instruction these

organizations provided.
Both on-the-job and classroom training were frequently

employed to instruct workers. In addition, cross-training
among workers seems to be a growing organizational practice.
Mentoring and coaching programs were frequently in place to

provide workers with reinforcement of desired training
behaviors and to encourage application of knowledge.. In the
unionized facilities, labor representatives frequently had con-

siderable input into the organization's training practices and
procedures. In summary, most of these organizations made
worker training and education an ongoing priority:

.Gateway #7-Use work teams appropriately: More than
half of the manufacturing plants in this study were using
some form of autonomous or self-directed work teams.

Teams were frequently traditional work groups or depart-
ments whose duties had been restructured so they were not

dependent on the control of an immediate supervisor. Work
teams were used in production processes, warehousing

operations, maintenance and custodial departments, and
front office operations.

We found that work teams were often structured around spe-
cific organizational processes and/or products, and workers
were set up to operate with minimal management direction and
control. These groups pursued specific goals, operated in highly

interdependent environments, had clearly defined roles, and
usually operated with a peer serving as a team leader. Several
organizations had their entire operations structured around
teams, while others used them more sparingly based on a par-
ticular organizational need or opportunity:

.Gateway #8-Develop and provide ongoing measure-
ment and feedback. A notable characteristic of a significant

number of these plants was the practice of measuring criti-
cal performance variables on an ongoing basis and feeding

.Gateway #3-Increase customer contact/focus/feedback.
Organizations reported an assortment of practices designed to
get their workforce "close to the customer." Customer contact
included customers visiting facilities, workers visiting cus-

tomers, greater sales force presence on the production floor,
and direct contact between customers and production floor

workers via phone, fax, and e-mail. Organizations attempted
to create greater customer focus by heavy exposure to com-

pany sales personnel using clearly developed, customer-dri-
ven production plans and specifications, and by placing a

heavy emphasis on customer expectations for products.
In addition, customer feedback was frequently provided

to workers at various facilities via positive letters, customer

complaints, and results of customer satisfaction surveys. It
was not uncommon to see production workers having the

capability and authority to communicate directly with their
cust.omers without working through traditional organiza-
tional hierarchies.

.Gateway #4-Empower your employees and redesign
jobs. These manufacturing plants empowered employees to
be more involved with the planning, scheduling, and control-
ling of the decision-making processes in their operations. This
effort to empower employees frequently manifested itself in

job redesign that moved away from the traditional practice of
the specialization of labor. Workers were typically involved in
more tasks, as well as being allowed to make decisions and be
involved in activities that were traditionally under the

purview of management. In some organizations empower-
ment was an evolutionary process taking place over time.

In other organizations it occurred as a complete work

redesign or process reengineering effort. Clearly; workers are

being granted greater autonomy; authority,. responsibility; and
variety in the duties they perform in their operations to

enhance productivity:

.Gateway #5-Make ongoing management development a
priority: Organizations in this study realized the necessity of
effective and enlightened leadership. Yet they often struggled
to move away from the traditional authority-based approach
to plant management. To this end, these organizations were

making a concerted effort to upgrade and retool existing man-
agement talent using many approaches, despite encountering
some resistance to change.

Management development areas included such topics as
coaching, effective communication, conflict resolution, team

building, process mapping, technical manufacturing issues,
leadership, human resource management issues, work meth-

ods, computer training, and stress management.

Management training classes were frequently provided in-
house, although managers were also supported and reim-
bursed if they chose to get additional training outside the

organization. Management cross-training activities across
departments and special assignments were common.
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of the labor contracts. These groups addressed better means

of labor-management cooperation, common areas of concern,

organizational viability, industry competitiveness, training
issues, and improving disciplinary procedures. Their purpose
was to reduce the wall that existed between labor and man-
agement in many of these organizations.

These efforts were considered critical to opening up the

communications and trust necessary to sustaining other pro-
ductivity and performance-enhancing initiatives. It also pro-
vided an arena for labor and management to come together to

discuss progressive performance issues, not contractual issues,
which is in accordance with the National Labor Relations
Board's most recent rulings of limits for these groups.

.Gateway # is-Provide effective organizational incentive

systems. Among the important, yet less-mentioned, initiatives
for enhancing workforce productivity was the practice of

organizational incentive systems. A number of organizations
used a variety of incentive systems to shape workforce behav-
ior and to reinforce performance improvement efforts. To
reward long-term performance, organizations used financial

incentives, including gain sharing, profit sharing, shift pro-
duction bonuses, safety and attendance awards, and prizes

(e.g., gift certificates, movie tickets, clothing, and appliances),
along with other sophisticated reward systems.

In other cases, company programs that had taken on a life

of their own or were created at a local level were used as moti-

vational tools by plant management to reward short-term per-
formance (movie tickets, pizza for a high-performing shift, T-
shirts for a productive period, etc.). Overall, these systems
were established to reinforce desired behavior and perfor-
mance at both the individual and organizational levels and
were believed to correlate strongly with improved perfor-

mance and productivity

Lessons learned

While there are numerous barriers to workforce productivity,
there are many more gateways and opportunities to improve
the ability, motivation, and performance of manufacturing
employees. Traditionally, when a manufacturing organization
wanted to improve performance it purchased new technology;
redesigned systems, and/or simply told the workers to work
harder. To achieve a sustained competitive advantage modem
organizations must use a more comprehensive and enlight-
ened approached that attempts to leverage both technology
and the workforce in tandem.

Modem manufacturing managers have a variety of human
performance-enhancing tools that can be used to increase
workforce productivity; as illustrated by the organizations in
this study: Workforce improvement strategies must include
sound production systems and must focus on the ability times
motivation times support equation. Five imponant lessons
emerged from the interviews we conducted, in addition to

At the same time, such issues as effective employee orienta-
tion, benefits education, worker's compensation reduction

programs, improved performance appraisals, employee safety,
and employee assistance programs were all mentioned as
HRM initiatives that could enhance workforce stability and

productivity Procedures designed to make it easier to pick up
paychecks, file medical insurance claims, schedule vaca-
tions, and complete tuition assistance reimbursement forms
were just a few examples of ~'user-friendly" HRM efforts.

Responsibility for spearheading these improvement initiatives
was frequently the domain of the HRM function, but many

organizations were making effective HRM practices the
responsibility of all plant management personnel.

.Gateway #13-Increase staff-line cooperation and cohe-
siveness. As many of the organizations in this study immersed
themselves in process redesign, reengineering, total quality

management, and continuous improvement efforts, a "gap"
frequently emerged between staff and line departments. This
gap was described as a "canyon between the sales and opera-
tions people," "a wall between inventory and production," or
"a universe between maintenance and everybody else." What

is surprising is that only 30 percent of these organizations
identified specific efforts to close these gaps, although

attempts at developing an effective management team would
likely help in closing many of these staff-line operations gaps

as well.
Vehicles often mentioned by the managers in our study

included regular staff-line alignment meetings, the use of
matrix or team structures to place staff and line personnel in
the same operating unit, cross-training, feedback surveys

designed to assess the degree to which staff and line depart-
ments were working together, cross-functional problem-solv-

ing teams, job alignment activities to establish procedures to
make staff and line jobs more compatible, and removing com-

peting goals and missions.

Managers frequently stated that the tensions between staff
and line functions are regularly created and driven by corporate

policies, structures, and practices that are controlled at head-

quarters. Corporate personnel must be willing to listen to the
needs of plant operations if many of these gaps are to be closed.

.Gateway #14-Establish labor-management cooperative
programs. Half of the unionized facilities (17 of 34) in this
study had initiated labor-management cooperative pro-

grams. While significant differences did not emerge in terms
of the way unionized and nonunionized facilities attempted
to make their workforces more productive, union contracts

frequently created an additional communication barrier that
had to be addressed.

In addition to employee problem-solving teams and work

teams, a number of facilities had created formallabor-man-

agement councils to discuss how to improve and bolster

workplace cooperation without undermining the sovereignty

26 Industrial Management
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Key question: What is your organization currently doing to

create a culture that brings out the best in both managers and

their subordinates?
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Soul searching
Prudent manufacturing managers and executives would be

well served to assess the degree to which they are effectively

employing a workforce productivity enhancement strategy
employing all three components of the manufacturing per-
formance equation (ability times motivation times support).
The most important soul searching you can do, however, is

to ask yourself how you view your workforce-as a "cost" or

as a "partner."
If you can refocus your own appraisal of your employees as

human assets, you will soon see that-unlike the technologi-
cal capital in your organization-the human capital has
unlimited capabilities for productivity and performance
enhancement and improvement. One vice president of oper-

ations put it very well: "The real key to workforce productiv-
ity is not the workforce; it is us [management] and the part-
nership culture we build into our plants." So take down the

barriers and open up the gateways for your manufacturing
partners. They won't disappoint you. l1li
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